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Little dutch boy dike

By John Helmer, Moscow Eponymous, a large part of the Netherlands is close to or below sea level. They are therefore prone to inundation due to sea storms and heavy rains. As long as man-made sugar brings water back, the country can be saved. According to a well-known Ring of Dutch history of the 19th century, it took awake small child to the sib leak it accuracy it on its
way to school, to sound the alarm; Prevent the penetration of sugar; The Russians, who began familiarity with Dutch scinfusions and young boys with Tsar Peter the Great in 1697, consider this story a harmless national fantasy. In fact, the story of the little Dutch boy, his finger and the rail was invented by an American novelist in 1865. But the Dutch are very fond of fiction, and
have erected statues of the boy and his finger all over their country. These provide opportunities for American tourists to leave coins by their side. A group of Dutch boys recently spotted a rail leak of a very harmless type. They asked for help from NATO and a group of bloggers paid by U.S. companies. The leak comes through cracks in the Story of the Dutch Safety Board (DSB)
that it was a Russian-made BUK surface-to-air missile, launched by Russian-backed criminals, in the territory of eastern Ukraine invaded by Russian soldiers, who shot down Malaysia Airlines flight MH17 in July 2014, killing 298 people on board. Cracks in this story became visible, threatening to flood if the Dutch stoics failed to survive, during the first international courtroom test
of what caused the deaths of MH17 victims. This was an investigation last week by the Coroner's Court of Victoria, an Australian state, into the deaths of MH17 passengers who were residents of the state. The President of the Criminal Court, Ian West, took the evidence from two expert witnesses in the court for less than 60 minutes. The next day, he read out his findings for 40
minutes. Details can be read here and here. No Dutch reporter sat in the case. The number of Australian police and intelligence officers in the courtroom was greater than that of the victims' families. The Australian press reported statements made by family representatives in courtrooms; they ignored the details of witness testimony and technical reports. One report - the
environmental impact and physiological pressure on passengers and crew of Flight MH17 by Andrew Hunt (right), an Adviser to the Australian Army - was reported in court as a publication. In fact, it was a secret and the unclassified cover sheet of hunt's report says it identifies the evidence that, if necessary, I would be prepared to present in court as a witness. But Hunt was not
summoned to testify; made it in the proceedings, or in the coroner's statement of the results. A verbatim transcript of the proceedings has been issued, but Coroner West will not allow this to be fully published. The leak, which was monitored by the Dutch boys, is that none of the evidence witnessed or tested in the Australian court in the Australian court has not been proven as a
result of the Buk missile published by the Dutch government agency in October. To read the full DSB text; For the specifics of DSB on the BUK rocket, click. To publicly explain the guilt of the Russian state by the Head of the State Security Council, Gostra answers, read this. In contrast, the australian chief police officer in charge of the ongoing court investigation testified last week
that there was conclusive evidence of the B.U.U. missile. According to the court record, the Dutch Public Prosecutor's Office [australian Federal Police] has made it clear that in order to obtain conclusive criminal evidence, it is also necessary to exclude other scenarios - such as the possibility of dropping MH17 of another type of missile, or dropping it from the air - convincingly.
This means that they were not, this is a big leak that takes a lot of Dutch and NATO boys to put their fingers in it. Australian lawyers say West acted illegally when he accepted conclusions from the SIPP report without receiving and testing evidence. He asked West to say what evidence he had received and looked into outside the investigation, including this presentation of the
evidence that had occurred to him. West responded through a police spokesman: The investigation has now closed and the state's Deputy Coroner has fulfilled legal obligations under the Forensic Medicine Act 2008. As such, neither his honour nor the Court will comment on this. The appropriate mechanism for reviewing the coroner's decision is to appeal to the Supreme Court of
Victoria. The forensic medicine law stipulates that a forensic doctor conducting an investigation is not bound by the rules of evidence and can be informed and conducted in any way that the coroner believes is appropriate. The statute also prohibits the forensic doctor from pointing fingers. The coroner may not include in the conclusion or comment of any statement that the person
is guilty of a crime or may be guilty. The Supreme Court may annul the investigating judge, or the Coroner's Court may decide for itself to reopen the investigation if (a) there are new facts and circumstances; (b) there are new or non-judicial circumstances (b) it is appropriate to reopen the investigation. The West has no right to rely on DSB, says an Australian lawyer who works
on the grounds of judicial review, unless it is evidence of an investigation. He is required to reach his conclusions on the basis of the evidence that has been accepted in the investigation. He cannot judicially report to some other reports. My quick reading of his findings suggests that he did not rely on them, and from A legal point of view is generally not possible without providing
such evidence to the hearing. From Dr. Polly's infatuation to children who are too old to believe in the inflot. - Once there was a small Dutch boy who discovered a leak in the dam. What should he do? From one leak, a terrible breach may grow. The whole country can be flooded, and everyone who knows it will drown. So he did the only thing he was thinking. Of course, now he
was stuck. He couldn't move because once he did, the leak would start again. So he stood there for a while. He was a bit tired, and his finger felt a little numb from braking in the North Sea, but he knew he was doing his job. At last burgomaster happened to pass by. Young man, he said with a certain amount of hardness, why are you poking your finger in the dam? The boy
explained: I stop the leak. I saw the dam leak, so I stuck my finger in the hole. A heroic boy! Burgomaster exclaimed. You must be rewarded! Meanwhile, keep your finger there while I call Burghers together. So he invited Burgo Master to a burger meeting and they agreed that the boy had saved Holland heroically, and now, burgo master asked, what do we do about the leak? It
seems to me, one burgers, that private projects have already found an admirable solution to the problem. The boy put his finger in the dam, and the leak stopped. You might describe it as voluntary self-regulation. There is no need for costly government action. So the Burgers voted to give the boy a valid citizenship certificate, which Borgo Master was pleased to be able to present
to him the next day. Thank you, the boy said politely, but I still have my finger in this dam. We appreciate it, Borgomaster replied. I may speak with confidence on behalf of the entire Burgers Council in saying that your heroic work is universally admired. So the boy stood there with his finger in the dam for a few more days. However, it was not long before another leak occurred in
the dam, a little further down the road. What are we going to do? Borgo asked master. There is another leak as private projects have impressively solved the previous problem, one burgers answered, the solution to this new leak is clear. We just need to convince another heroic boy to stick his finger in it. So they went to the local school and found another boy who, after a lot of
persuasion, was willing to put his finger in the dam. However, it only appeared a few days after other leaks emerged. This time it was hard to convince the boys to stick their fingers in the holes, but when, a week later, half a dozen The leaks appeared, and no volunteers were found. What do we do? Borgo master asked the board. It seems that private projects are no longer
sufficient. We may have to repair the dam itself this time. nonsense, said one Burgers. The solution that has worked before will work again. We simply have to force private enterprises to work. The council visited the school and dragged a number of young boys from the ears to the dam, where they were forced to block the leaks with their fingers. But the dam, which was old and
under-maintained, continued to spring new leaks here and there, so that all the Burgers could do to find more boys to deliver the leaks to their fingers. In the past, the Burgers forced every little boy in low-lying countries to put his finger in a hole. All economic activity ceased, as it is well known that young boys are the main consumers of ice and cheese skiing, on which the
Netherlands economy was dependent at the time. What do we do? Borgo master asked the board. We've run out of heroic little boys. At this rate, we may have to close the leaks with our own fingers. That would be a little uncomfortable, said one of the burgers. Thus, the Council voted to remove the North Sea by digging a new seabed somewhere in Germany; digging the new
seabed somewhere in Germany; digging the new seabed somewhere in Germany; digging the new seabed somewhere in Germany; digging the new seabed somewhere in Germany; and digging the new seabed somewhere and voting for themselves a number of hard gold spades, worthy of their dignity, for this purpose. And if you go to the suburbs of Wilhelmshaven now, and
you look at the field to your right as you drive west on The Friedrichstrasse, you'll see a number of Dutch porridges very busy with their stone, trying to dig a new north sea bed. Fortunately for them, the inhabitants of Wilhelmshavn mistook the work of the Burgers with a party of archaeologists searching for ancient Saxon remains, allowing them to continue working without
interruption. - Are you well informed about each topic? Do not worry! You can overcome this embarrassing deficiency with Dr. Polley's encyclopedia of misinformation. Misinformation.
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